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STATE OF NEW MEXICO 
COUNTY OF BERNALILLO 
SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 

SIMON LEES, Individually, et al., 

Plaintiffs, 

vs. 

STOREFRONT SPECIALTIES AND 
GLAZING, LLC, et al., 

Defendants. 

No. CV 2011-09334 

MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT ON DEFENDANTS' CLAIM THAT 
PLAINTIFF BICYCLIST WAS NEGLIGENT FOR FAILING TO ESCAPE THE 

CONSEQUENCES OF DEFENDANT TRUCK DRIVER'S NEGLIGENCE 

INTRODUCTION 

Everyone in our community has the legal right to assume everyone else will comply with 

the law. The exercise of that right does not constitute negligence. Therefore, whether or not 

traffic in the motor vehicle lanes was unusually heavy on the morning of November 10,2009, 

Plaintiff Simon Lees had the legal right to assume that (I) motorists would comply with the 

traffic laws, and (2) it was safe for him to commute to work on his bicycle, in the bicycle lane, 

within the posted speed limit. 

The fact that we now know these assumptions were incorrect- and that Plaintiff Simon 

Lees was in grave and imminent danger- is immaterial to the parties' legal rights and duties. 

Moreover, if the foreseeability of illegal conduct were a sufficient basis to shift blame to victims, 

then the jury in virtually every case could be asked to blame the victim. Indeed, it is apparent 



from a review of the daily newspaper or a drive down the interstate that an endless array of 

illegal conduct is foreseeable. But that hardly provides perpetrators with a valid defense. If the 

contrary were true, jurors could be asked to shift the blame to victims in cases involving all of 

the following foreseeable risks of illegal conduct: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

It is foreseeable that some drivers run red lights, so a crash victim should have known 
not to proceed when the light turned green. 

It is foreseeable that some people drive drunk on New Year's Eve, so a crash victim 
should have known to stay home on that high-risk night. 

It is foreseeable that some people offering lucrative investments are frauds, so a victim 
should have known better than to trust a fraudster. 

It is foreseeable that some people commit armed robbery, so a victim should have known 
better than to visit an A TM after dark. 

It is foreseeable that some drivers are distracted, impaired, in a hurry, thoughtless, and 
even violent, so cyclists should know better than to try to commute in bicycle lanes.' 

Asking jurors to blame the victims of such illegal behavior, however, would be tantamount 

to inviting them to apply their own personal safety standards on an ad hoc basis, rather than the 

uniform principles of New Mexico Law that dictate the rights and responsibilities of the parties. 

See Transcript of Videotaped Deposition of Jeffrey Lynch, p. I 07, I. 24 
through p. 108, I. 8: "If I was Simon and I was in that bike lane, first of 
all, I would not have been probably riding because of the situation. I 
probably would have gotten off the bike and walked. Because where I 
was, was only about a half a block from the main intersection. So--and 
with the traffic going every direction, I'm just overly cautious. And I 
would have just gotten off the bike and walked through the intersection 
and then rode when I knew it was safe. But that's me." See also id., p. 
117, I. 15-18: "Q. And ultimately, you think that the reasonable and 
prudent thing for Simon Lees to have done that day is not to commute by 
bicycle. A. That's what I would have done." (The portions of the this 
deposition cited herein are attached collectively as Exhibit I hereto.) 
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Everyone in our community has the legal right to proceed on green, to leave home on 

New Year's Eve, to make investments, to use A TM machines, to commute to work on their 

bicycles, etc. And while some members of the jury panel may be more or less risk averse, more 

or less likely to exercise various rights, more or less sympathetic to bicyclists, etc., those 

individual differences are immaterial to the performance of their duty as jurors. 

Nevertheless, Defendants oppose this Motion and intend to ask the jury members to 

blame Plaintiff Simon Lees for his own injuries, as well as the injuries suffered by his daughters 

Claire, Emma and Adelle Lees. Specifically, Defendants plan to contend that Plaintiff Simon 

Lees was negligent for cycling in the bicycle within the posted speed limit, because Defendants 

assert that Mr. Lees had the duty to anticipate Defendants' illegal left tum across the bicycle lane 

and be prepared to escape injury from that negligent maneuver. 

As Plaintiffs will discuss below, it is particularly essential that this improper argument be 

precluded in a case involving a collision between a motor vehicle and a bicycle. The jury pool 

can be expected to include a number of potential jurors who lack an appreciation for the rules of 

the road that protect the rights, health and safety of bicyclists, including some potential jurors 

who harbor bias, prejudice, and hostility toward bicyclists. Of course, Plaintiffs will do their 

best to identify and exclude any such potential jurors in voir dire, but it nevertheless is possible 

that one or more may survive the process and be seated as jurors. Given the unfortunate fact that 

prejudice and hostility against bicyclists remains far too common- and in fact appears to be one 

of the few remaining prejudices members of our community feel free to exhibit in polite 

company -there is a heightened risk in this case that jurors would be susceptible to an invitation 

by Defendants to ignore the law. Defendants may not properly attempt to capitalize on this risk. 
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ARGUMENT 

I. THE CRASH OCCCURED WHEN DEFENDANT JEFFREY T. LYNCH 
MADE AN ILLEGAL, BLIND LEFT TURN ACROSS THE BIKE LANE. 

As demonstrated in detail in Plaintiffs' Motion For An Order That Matters Be Admitted 

Pursuant To Rule 1-036 NMRA 2012, And In The Alternative For Partial Summary Judgment, 

With Supporting Points And Authority (filed June I, 2012) and in the Reply in Support of that 

Motion (filed June 27, 2012), the crash in this case occurred when Defendant Jeffrey T. Lynch 

made a blind left turn across oncoming bicycle traffic in violation of at least four provisions of 

the traffic code and three other binding rules of the road. Rather than restate the extraordinary 

testimony of Defendant Lynch recounted in Plaintiffs' prior motion papers, Plaintiffs respectfully 

incorporate those filings herein by reference. See, e.g., Motion, pp. 6- 19, and Reply pp. 6- 10 

(citing Defendant Lynch's testimony on p. 193, acknowledging his "left turn on a blind corner"). 

The undisputed facts essential to this Motion can be reduced to the following: (I) on 

November 10,2009, Plaintiff Simon Lees was traveling to work on his bicycle and Defendant 

Jeffrey T. Lynch was traveling to work in Defendant Storefront Specialties' Silverado truck; (2) 

moments prior to the crash, Mr. Lees was West of Oxnard Road heading Eastbound on Montano 

and Defendant Lynch was East of Oxnard Road heading Westbound on Montano; that is, the two 

were on Montano approaching Oxnard from opposite directions; (3) when Defendant Lynch 

reached Oxnard Road, he turned left across two lanes of stopped motor vehicle traffic and the 

bicycle lane (Lynch Deposition, p. 89, I. 15 through p. 92, I. 15)2
; (4) at the time Defendant 

Lynch made that left turn, his view to the West- that is, the direction of oncoming bicycle traffic 

2 The diagram referenced in this portion of the testimony is attached as Exhibit 2. 
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-was blocked beyond two or three vehicles by the two lanes of stopped motor vehicle traffic 

(id., p. 61,1. 17 through p. 62,1. 10 and p. 189,1. 1-10); (5) Defendant Lynch did not stop before 

crossing the bicycle lane and even attempt to look for oncoming bicycle traffic from that vantage 

point (id., p. 91,1. 16 through p. 92,1. IS); (6) if Defendant Lynch had done so, there would have 

been no crash because Plaintiff Simon Lees would have cycled through the intersection (id., p. 

185,1. 12 through p. 186,1. 8); (7) the crash occurred as Defendants' Silverado truck crossed the 

bicycle lane (id., p. 92,1. 13-15 and p. 102,1. 20 through p. 103,1. 22); (8) the point of impact 

was the front quarter panel of Defendants' truck (id., p. 185,1. 12-21); and (9) Plaintiff Simon 

Lees was cycling below the posted 40 mile per hour speed limit.3 

II. NEW MEXICO LAW AND PUBLIC POLICY PROTECT BICYCLISTS. 

Public policy in the State of New Mexico and the City of Albuquerque encourages 

bicycling, and the traffic laws are designed to protect the health and safety of bicyclists. 

Accordingly, the traffic laws in Albuquerque, New Mexico, provide (among other things) that 

"[w]henever a motorist is turning across a bicycle lane or path, such motorist shall maintain a 

proper lookout for bicyclists and shall yield the right-of-way to any bicyclist traveling in a 

bicycle lane or path .... " Albuquerque Traffic Code, Section 8-3-3-12(A). See also, e.g., id., 

3 The Defendants' "accident reconstruction expert" has asserted that Plaintiff 
Simon Lees was cycling at between 35 and 38 miles per hour, which is within the 
posted speed limit of 40 miles per hour. While it is neither necessary nor 
procedurally permissible for Plaintiffs' Motion to challenge that assertion at this 
time, the truth is that Plaintiff Simon Lees was traveling in the range of 
approximately 25 miles per hour. Moreover, Plaintiffs intend to prove at trial that 
(a) Defendants' "expert" is in the business of providing bad faith, fraudulent 
"opinions" for profit, (b) his opinions in this case are specifically intended to 
mislead the trial jury and to cheat the Plaintiffs, and (c) New Mexico Courts 
should be reluctant to permit this "expert" to testify in any future matters. 
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Section 8-3-3-13 ("No person shall drive upon or across a bicycle lane or path as permitted by 

this section except after giving the right-of-way to all bicycles within the lane or path"); Section 

8-3-3-IO(A) ("In approaching or passing a person on a bicycle, every person operating a motor 

vehicle shall proceed with caution ... and keep a safe distance [and] in no event shall a distance 

of less than five feet be considered a safe distance"); and Section 8-3-3-10(8) ("No person 

operating a motor vehicle shall harass or endanger a bicyclist"). Moreover, Defendant 

Storefront's written Vehicle Fleet Safety Policy specifically provides: "Pedestrians and bicycles 

in the roadway always have the right of way." Exhibit 3, hereto. Defendant Lynch admitted that 

it was his duty to abide by the Albuquerque Traffic Code and Storefront's Vehicle Fleet Safety 

Policy. Exhibit l,p.l32,1.9-16. 

It would be improper for Defendants to invite the jury to disregard these principles. 

III. THE RISK THAT A MOTORIST WILL VIOLATE THE LAW IN HEAVY 
TRAFF1C IS NOT A "CONDITION" REQUIRING A BICYCLIST TO 
PROCEED AT A SPEED LOWER THAN THE POSTED SPEED LIMIT. 

No matter how Defendants may seek to sugarcoat their contention, it boils down to this: 

Defendants intend to ask the jury to tum New Mexico Law squarely on its head by arguing that 

Plaintiff Simon Lees is negligent for (a) not anticipating that Defendant Lynch would make an 

illegal tum across the bicycle lane and (b) not being prepared to protect himself from the harm 

resulting from Mr. Lynch's illegal conduct. 

Specifically, Defendants have telegraphed their intention to argue to the jury that heavy 

traffic conditions in the motor vehicle lanes required Mr. Lees to reduce his speed enough to be 

prepared to avoid injury when Defendant Lynch made his blind left turn across the bicycle lane, 
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into oncoming bicycle traffic. To support this argument, they apparently intend to rely upon 

Section 8-3-3-16 of the Albuquerque Traffic Code, which provides as follows: 

No person shall operate a bicycle at a speed either greater than the lawful 
speed limit or than is reasonable and prudent under the conditions then 
existing, whichever is lesser. 

But, as a matter of law, this provision cannot be construed to mean that a bicyclist has a legal 

duty at all times to be moving slowly enough to avoid injury resulting from the unlawful conduct 

of motorists. If that were the standard, as a practical matter bicyclists' only option would be the 

one Defendant Lynch offered up in his testimony; namely, do not commute by bicycle. See 

supra. Admittedly, it is abundantly clear from Defendant Lynch's testimony that with drivers 

like him on the road bicycle commuters such as Plaintiff Simon Lees face significant risks to 

their lives, health, and safety. But, as discussed above, Defendants' focus on the foreseeability 

of that risk misses the point: Mr. Lees had the legal right to commute by bicycle. 

IV. DESPITE STATE LAW AND POLICY, MISUNDERSTANDING, 
BIAS. PREJUDICE. AND HOSTILITY TOWARD BICYCLISTS REMAIN. 

Plaintiffs have designated Diane Elizabeth Albert, Ph.D., J.D., as a bicycling expert, and 

her Affidavit in support of this Motion is attached hereto as Exhibit 4. Dr. Albert's expert 

qualifications are summarized in Exhibit 4. As Dr. Albert states in her Affidavit, the unfortunate 

fact is that many drivers in our community do not show respect for the rights, health and safety 

of bicyclists, either as a result of lack of understanding, or from bias, prejudice and even hostility 

toward bicyclists (citing a range of specific conduct, including intentional violence). See also 

Zachary Cannon, Opinion, War Between Drivers, Cyclists Serves No End, ABQ. J., August 30, 

2012, at A7 (attached as Exhibit 5). 
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The jury pool in this case is likely to include drivers who would be particularly receptive 

to an invitation by the Defendants to disregard the laws designed to protect bicyclists, and be 

inclined improperly to assign some degree of fault to Plaintiff Simon Lees simply because he 

was exercising his right to bicycle to work in the bicycle lane. This Court's Order granting 

Plaintiffs' Motion, however, would preclude Defendants from extending that invitation. 

V. PLAINTIFFS ARE ENTITLED TO PARTIAL SUMMARY .JUDGMENT. 

Rule I-056(C) NMRA 2012 in pertinent part provides that "ft]he judgment sought shall 

be rendered forthwith" if the record "show[s) that there is no genuine issue as to any material 

fact and that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law." There is no genuine 

factual question here, because the issue is purely legal; that is, whether Plaintiff Simon Lees had 

a duty to be prepared to protect himself from Defendant Jeffrey T. Lynch's tortious failure to 

yield to Plaintiff bicyclist in the bike lane. Stated differently, the sole issue raised by this Motion 

is whether Defendants can invite the jury members to shift blame for Defendants' tortious 

conduct to their victim, based on the theory that their victim was negligent for failing to 

anticipate and protect himself when Defendant Lynch negligently made a blind left tum across 

the bicycle lane in Storefront's truck, in violation of multiple provisions of New Mexico Law. 

For the reasons stated above, New Mexico Law prohibits Defendants from extending that 

improper invitation to the jury members, because doing so would jeopardize the proceedings by 

asking the jurors to disregard New Mexico Law. Indeed, if the Defendants' strategy were to 

succeed and the jury were to disregard the law by returning a verdict that shifted fault to Plaintiff 

Simon Lees under these facts, this Court would be called upon to remedy that miscarriage of 

justice by granting either a new trial or a judgment notwithstanding the verdict. Accordingly, in 
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addition to the Rule 1-056 mandate that the partial summary judgment sought by Plaintiffs be 

rendered, the requested judgment would further the interests of efficiency and judicial economy 

promoted by Rule 1-001 NMRA 2012 by obviating any possibility that such post-verdict relief 

would be required. 

CONCLUSION 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs Simon Lees, Individually and as Guardian and Next friend of 

Claire Lees and Emma Lees, and Adelle Lees, respectfully request that this Motion be granted, 

and that partial summary judgment be entered in their favor on Defendants' claim that Plaintiff 

Simon Lees was negligent for failing to escape the consequences of Defendants' negligence. 

DATED: September4,2012. 

I hereby certify that on September 4, 
2012, I caused true and correct copies 

Respectfully submitted, 

FALLICKLAW, LTD. 

By: g Vance Fallick 
uite 205 

Gold A venue Lofts 
100 Gold Avenue, S.W. 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87102 
(505) 842-6000 
GVF@FallickLaw .com 

Attorney for Plaintiffs 
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of the foregoing Motion to be served 
by hand-delivery upon: 

Seth Sparks, Esquire 
ssparks@rodey .com; 

and by electronic mail upon: 

Lisa Chavez Ortega, Esquire 
lortegll®rodey .com 

Gina Constant, Esquire 
gconstant@r~dey.com; and 

Brandee R. Lynch, Esquire 
brandee@bentleybriggs.com. 
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STATE OF NEW MEXICO 
COUNTY OF BERNALILLO 

SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 

SIMON LEES, Individually and 
Guardian and Next friend of 
CLAIRE LEES and EMMA LEES; 
and ADELLE LEES, 

Plaintiffs, 

vs. 

STOREFRONT SPECIAL TIES AND 
GLAZING, LLC; JEFFREY T. 
LYNCH; and PEERLESS INDEMNITY 
INSURANCE COMPANY d/b/a 
Colorado Casualty, a Liberty 
Mutual Agency Corporation and 
a member of the Liberty Mutual 
Group, Inc., 

Defendants. 

Civil No. CV 2011-09334 

VIDEOTAPED DEPOSITION OF JEFFREY LYNCH 

TAKEN AT: 

DATE: 

TIME: 

REPORTED BY: 

EXHIBIT 

1 

Holiday Inn Hotel and Suites 
Airport West Location 
5001 West Wiley Post Way 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84116 

November 16, 2011 

9:00a.m. 

Michelle Mallonee, RPR 



Deposition of Jeffrey Lynch 11/16/11 

1 Sheet 5 of 5 of Lynch Exhibit 1 . Is that right? 

2 Does it say that--

3 

4 

5 

6 

A . 

Q . 

A . 

Q . 

7 collision? 

8 

9 

A . 

Q . 

Yes . 

--in the lower right-hand corner? 

Yes . 

Is that an accurate diagram of the 

Yes . 

When you made your last complete stop 

10 prior to the collision , did you look to see if it 

11 was safe to turn left? 

12 

13 

A . 

Q . 

Yes . 

Anything more about what you saw that 

14 you can describe that you haven ' t already 

15 described? 

16 A . I don ' t think so . 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

A . 

A . 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

~ -

Q . 

Q . 

Deposition of Jeffrey Lynch 11/16/11 

Why did you proceed with that turn when 

12 your vision of everything from the west heading 

13 east was blocked on that side? 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

A . Because I felt it was safe . 

Q . The truck you were driving was a 

Chevrolet Cl5 Silverado , correct? 

A . 

Q . 

A . 

I don ' t kno w what the C15 is . 

It was a big Chevy Silverado truck . 

I was a Chevy 1500 , just light-duty 

20 truck . 

21 Q . A driver in that truck sits higher than 

22 a driver in a standard , mid - size car , right? 

23 A . Yes . 

24 

25 

Q . 

A . 

Do you know how much higher? 

I don ' t . 
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Deposition of Jeffrey Lynch 11/16/11 

1 the road . So, I wasn ' t expecting anybody traveling 

2 the speed that Mr . Simon was going . I was 

3 expecting just your casual riders , casual walkers , 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

anybody in the area maybe walking to the gas 

station. I didn ' t know what to expect. So , that 

was more of generally what I was looking for. 

Q . I want to make sure I understand your 

answer. 

9 Does that mean that it had not occurred 

10 to you that someone was riding a bicycle in the 

11 area where your vision was blocked at a speed where 

12 they would arrive at the intersection exactly as 

13 you arrived at the intersection? 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

A. 

Q . 

Q . 

I wasn ' t expecting that , no . 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

a r , 

'A . 

() . 

Q:. 

A . 

A . 

'A. 

A. 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 '!\ . 

10 Q . 

11 

12 A . 

13 Q . 

14 

15 . ) 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 A . 

22 Q . 

23 A . 

24 CL . 

25 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

A . 

Q . 

A . 

Q . 

A . 

Deposition of Jeffrey Lynch 

you oidn ' t 

No . 

NTo , Cl , and s- , 

11/16/11 92 

three 



Deposition of Jeffrey Lynch 11/16/11 102 

1 at fault for being hit ." 

Who is the " me " ? 

A . I don ' t know . I didn ' t--I don ' t know 

anything about that paper. 

2 

3 

4 

5 Q . And when it says , " Motorist pulled over , 

6 told me I was not at fault ," you don ' t know who 

7 the " me " or the " I " is in that paragraph . 

8 

9 

A . In reading that , I ' m assuming it ' s me . 

But I don ' t know where that paper came from or who 

10 wrote it. It wasn ' t something that I prepared--

11 having to do with it . 

12 Q . Could it be something that you wrote in 

13 handwriting or told someone and they typed up? 

14 A . No , I don ' t think so . 

15 Q . So , as you sit here today , you don ' t 

16 know if Simon Lees was going at an excessive rate 

17 

18 

of speed . 

A . 

19 traveling . 

20 Q . 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

I have no idea what speed he was 
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1 

2 

3 A . 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 Yes . 

17 

18 

19 roceeci:1 

20 

21 t~ . CD~S:''AN7 : 

22 

23 BY MR . FALLICK : 

24 Q . As you sit here today , do you still 

25 think there ' s nothing you could have done to avoid 
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1 frame . 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

BY MR . FALLICK : 

Q . When do you think Simon Lees first 

should have seen you? 

A . Probably the moment I was in the NL 

lane. 

Q . How do you think he could have seen you 

if he ' s traveling in the bike lane looking where 

he ' s going? How is he going to see you in NL? 

A . He could see my lights shining through 

11 the intersection . He could also see my big glass 

12 rack on the back of the truck . 

13 Q . You think that ' s in his line of vision 

14 when he ' s looking where he was going . 

15 A . I don ' t know what he was seeing . 

16 Q. Well , put yourself in the bike lane . 

17 If you ' re on a bike in the bike lane and you are 

18 looking where you ' re going , do you think you could 

19 see? 

20 

21 

A . 

22 foundation. 

23 

24 

25 

If I was Simon--

MS . CONSTANT : Objection . Form and 

THE WITNESS : --and I--sorry . 
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2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Deposition of Jeffrey Lynch 

BY MR . FALLICK : 

11/16/11 

10 Q . Well , short of doing that, do you think 

11 that he would have been able to see your truck in 

12 his line of vision if he continues to bicycle down 

13 that hill? 

14 MS . CONSTANT : Objection . Form and 

15 foundation. 

THE WITNESS : I do . 

BY MR . FALLICK : 

16 

17 

18 Q . And how do you think that he can see 

19 your truck , given the line of standing traffic and 

108 

20 that he ' s driving down the hill , looking where he ' s 

21 going in the bike lane? 

22 MS . CONSTANT : Form and foundation . 

23 THE WITNESS: Because he should have 

24 been aware that, for one , the intersection was only 

25 half a block away; for two , there ' s traffic backed 
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2 

3 

4 

5 

6 
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Q . So , you don ' t think the right-of-way 

ultimately matters much . 

A. It does . 

Q . Well , if they both do , then explain how 

the right-of-way matters. 

A. Because I think when you ' re driving , the 

7 same as when you ' re a bicyclist, when you ' re on the 

8 road , you have the responsibility to be safe . And 

9 with him having the right-of-way , I feel that the 

10 right-of-way is determined , you know, for one , for 

11 the flow of traffic , to ease it , to make it safe 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

for people. And, you know-- b u t ultimately, it ' s 

both of your responsibility to pay attention to 

where you're going . 

Q . 

17 Clone 

18 A . 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

~4 

25 

Q . I ' m going to mark as Lynch Exhibit 9 

the accident reconstruction report prepared by 

Ronald J. Feder and dated January 14 , 2011 , and ask 

you if you recognize it . 

Exhibit-9 marked 

MR. FALLICK : Would either of you like 

this? 
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1 operate the vehicle in a safe manner and to drive 

2 defensively to prevent injuries and property 

3 damage? 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

A . Yes . 

Q . At the time of the collision , did you 

consider it your duty to abide by New Mexico ' s 

rules of the road? 

A . Yes. 

Q . 

Q . Now I ' m going to ask you a series of 

18 questions about your understanding at the time of 

132 

19 the collision of the rules of the road that you had 

20 a duty to follo w. 

21 Do you agree it was your duty to make 

22 sure you could clearly see crossing traffic before 

23 entering an intersection? 

24 

25 

A . 

Q . 

In a normal situation , yes . 

So , you don ' t think it was always your 
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1 that . 

Q . I mean , you know that by the time you 2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

got into the bike lane , he hit you . So--

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

A . 

Q. 

A . 

Q . 

A . 

Well--

And you know he was going-

He--

--at some speed . 

He hit me 

MS . LYNCH : Let him finish his--

THE WITNESS : Oh , sorry . 

BY MR . FALLICK : 

Q. 

A . 

185 
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2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 Q . 

Deposition of Jeffrey Lynch 11/16/11 

(Discussion held off the record . ) 

I ' d like you to turn to page 12 of 14 

11 of Plaintiff ' s Exhibit 9 , which is Mr . Feder ' s 

186 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

report. And in Paragraph 6 on that page , Mr . Feder 

says , " After the collision , Mr . Lynch stopped the 

pickup about 21 feet from where the impact occurred 

as shown below . The bicycle was moved off the road 

between the curb and the sidewalk . " 

Did I read that correctly? 

A . You said " the bicyclist ," and it ' s " the 

19 bicycle ." 

20 

21 

22 

Q . Yeah. So , let me start over, because I 

didn ' t read it correctly. Trying again . 

Paragraph 6 on page 12 of 14 , " After 

23 the collision , Mr . Lynch stopped the pickup about 

24 21 feet from where the impact occurred as shown 

25 below . The bicycle was moved off the road between 
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3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 
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'Q . 

11/16/11 

W;J 

you 

11 Q . You took that left and drove your truck 

12 across the bike lane , true? 

13 A . Yes . 

189 

14 Q . Without knowing how fast a bicycle might 

15 be traveling , true? 

16 

17 

A . 

Q . 

Yes . 

Knowing that the speed limit was 40 

18 miles per hour on that road . 

19 A. I can ' t recall what the speed limit was 

20 on that road. 

2 1 Q. 

22 hour . 

23 

24 

A . 

Q . 

Knowing it was at least 30 miles per 

I would assume . 

Knowing that commuting bicyclists 

25 sometimes move pretty fast , right? 
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1 

2 State of Utah 

3 ss. 

CERTIFICATE 

4 County of Salt Lake 

11/16/11 209 

5 I hereby certify that the witness in the 

6 foregoing proceeding was duly sworn to testify to 

7 the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the 

8 truth in the within-entitled cause; 

9 That said deposition was taken at the 

10 time and place herein named; 

11 That the deposition is a true record of 

12 the witness' testimony; 

13 That the testimony of said witness was 

14 reported by me in stenotype and thereafter 

15 transcribed into typewritten form; 

16 I further certify that I am not of kin 

17 or otherwise associated with any of the parties of 

18 said cause of action, and that I am not interested 

19 in the event thereof. 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

Michelle Mallonee, RPR, CSR 

Notary Public Commission Expires 

June 8, 2012 
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President . 

Driver E/Jglbll/ty · · 

: • Company vehiCles are to be driven by authorized employees only, except in emergencies, 
er in-case of repair tes~ng by .a mechanic. Spou~es and other fam~y members are. not · 

· autborized.to· driveth~ -Company .veflicle... . · · . · · .. -
• Any;el'nploy~~ who has a 'driver's lit.ense revoked or suspended shall immediately notify · 

· · • and discontinwe operation of the company vehicle. Failure to do so 
·m~y: resylt in d_iscipHnary action, Including disi'J1iSsal. . . . -

• . All&ccidents, regardless of seve~ity, must be reported t~ the police and to 
-----=----- failing to stop after an accident al')d/or failure to report an accident 

_ · may result in disciplinary action, includih9 dismissal. · · . 
• Drivers must immediately report all summonses received for moving violations during. the 

.operation of a coriw~ny v!3.hicl? tQ· · · · - • · 
• All COL drivers must.complywith all applicable D.O.T. regulatl9ns, including successful 

completion on medical, drug, and alcohol evaluations. 
• Motor Veh_lcle Records wlll ·be ordered periodically to assess employ~s· driving records. 

An unfavorable record will result in a loss of the privilege of driying a Company vehicle. 
:Yiie following system will be u-sed !o det.ermine eligi~ility to opera~ a·. Company vehicie: . 

. • ALL TYPE 'A' VIOLATIONS {as defined bel~w)WILL RESULT IN 1E~MINATION .. 
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volur:ne of traffiG. Tires·can hydroplane on wet p~vement at ~peeds §1;> low as 4<? MPH. ' 
• :: Turn sfgnals myst be USfi!d to·show where you are h~ading: w~ire-"going into traffi~ and 

· before every turn or lane change. · 
• When passin.g ·or changing .fanes, view the entire vehicle in your rear view mirror before· 

.Pulling back int~;? that lane. · . : . · 
• Be alert of other v.ehicles, pedestrians, and bicyclists when approachif"!g intersections. 

Never speed through an intersection· on a caution ·light. Approach a stale green light with 
your foot poisec;i over·tre brak"e.to reduce your.reaction time should it be necessary to ·stop.· 
When the traffic light. turns green, look both ways for oncoming traffic befo~e proceeding. 

• When waiting to make left turns,. keep.your wheels facing straight ~head. If rear-ended, you 
Will not be pushed into tl!e lane .of oncom.ing traffic. · · · 

• When stopping behind another vehide1 "leave ·enovgti space so you can see the rear wheels· 
· ': cif ithe car in front. ·This allows room to go around the vehicle if necessary, and may preverit 

· . ·you from bei.ng pushed iDto thr:; car· in front of you if you are rear-ended. · . 
• · Avojci packiJ1Q where .possible, but.when necessary, keeR the distance traveled 19 a 

· minimum and be particularly careful. · 
: . · • Check behind your. vehicle. Operators of heavy trucks should walk around their 

vehicle before· backing and/or haVE:~ someone gujde you. 
• Back to the driver's side. Do not back.around a corner or into an area of no 

._.visibility . ....... _:. ... . .... ... . .. · · · ·· ... . 

What To Do In Case of An Accident 

· In an attempt to minimize the results of an accident, the driver must. prevent further damages or 
injuries and ob~in all pertinent information aryd report it accu.rately.. · 

. -

.. • CaJI .fQr medicaf~id if necessary. . ·· · .·· _· · · . · .... ·· ·: . ·. ··:. · · . . 
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STATE OF NEW MEXICO 
CO UNTY OF BERN ALILLO 

ECO ND J UDIC IAL DISTRICT C O URT 

SIMON LEES, Individually and as Guardian 
and Next friend of C LAIRE LEES and 
EMMA LEES; and ADELLE LEES, 

Plaintiffs, 

vs. 

TORE FRONT PECIAL TIES AN D 
G LAZING, LLC; J EFFREY T. LYNCH; 
and PEE RLESS INDEMNITY INSURANCE 
COMPANY d/b/a Colorado Casualty, a 
Liberty Mutual Agency Corporation and 
a member of the Liberty Mutual Group Inc., 

Defendants. 

No. CV 201 1-09334 

AFFIDAVIT OF DIANE ELIZABETH ALBERT, Ph.D., J .D. 

STATE OF NEW MEXICO ) 
) ss. 

COUNTY OF BERNALILLO ) 

Diane Elizabeth Albert , Ph.D., J .D .. being duly sworn upon her oath , deposes and says: 

I . Plaintiffs have designated me as an expert witnes~ in thi s matter about bicyc ling. 

2. I have been a bicyclist for approximately fifty (50) years. Among other thing. , I 

am a National Board Member of the League of American Bicyclists, the President of the Bicycle 

Coalition of New Mexico, and a member of the Greater Albuquerque Bicycle Advi~ory 

Committee. I also am a League Certifi ed instructor of the League of American Bicyclists. 

EXHIBIT 



3. I have knowledge, skill, experience, training, and education that I believe will 

assist the trier of fact to understand the evidence and to determine facts that may be at issue in 

this case regarding, among other things, bicycle safety, the risks to bicyclists, and practical 

considerations regarding bicycle commuting. 

4. In my experience, while the majority of motor vehicle drivers show respect for the 

rights, health and safety of bicyclists, many drivers do not do so. The drivers who do not show 

respect for the rights, health and safety of bicyclists can be divided into several categories. 

5. One category is drivers whose conduct does not indicate any hostility toward 

bicyclists, but who appear to be willing to disregard the safety of bicyclists because they are in a 

hurry. For example, I frequently see drivers pass bicyclists and then immediately turn right in 

front of bicyclists, because the drivers apparently are unwilling to wait until the bicyclists pass. 

6. A second category is drivers whose conduct does indicate some level of hostility 

toward bicyclists. For example, some drivers will pass bicyclists with perhaps an inch to spare in 

a manner apparently intended to frighten the bicyclists. Others will come very close behind 

bicyclists and blast their horns to startle the bicyclists. And others even will throw bottles, rocks, 

etc .. at bicyclists while shouting obscenities. In one instance, a young woman drove close to me 

while I was commuting on my bicycle, threw a bottle at me, and screamed: "Get a car, you old 

bit[ remainder of expletive deleted]." 

7. A third category is drivers who are extremely hostile and violent toward 

bicyclists. For example, a driver in California was prosecuted for passing a number of bicyclists, 

cutting directly in front of them, and then slamming on his brakes right in front of the bicyclists. 

The driver's actions resulted in serious injuries to the bicyclists. 

2 



8. Based on my knowledge and experience, including the matters discussed above, 

the conduct of a significant minority of drivers displays ei ther (a) a lack of understanding of the 

rights of bicyclists, and the ri!-.ks unsafe driving practice!-. present to the health and safety of 

bicyclists. or (b) hostility toward bicyclists that intentionally disregards the rights, health, and 

o.,afety of bicycli:-.t!-.. 

9. Accordingly, in my opinion , a significant minority of drivers lacks an 

appreciation of the rules of the road that protect the rights, health, and safety of bicyclists, 

including the principle of law that - at a minimum - bicyclists have the arne rights as motor 

vehicles to use of the roadways. This resu lts either from a lack of understanding, or from bias, 

prejudice. and/or hostility toward bicyclists. 

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct, to the best of my 

knowledge, information and belief. 

Q}-iauL ~,lir:abeM ~ 
Diane Elizabeth Albert, Ph.D., J .D. 

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this 4'h day of September, 2012, in the 
State of New Mexico, County of Bernalillo, by Diane Elizabeth Albert, Ph.D., J.D. 

My commission expires: 
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War Between Drivers, Cyclists Serves No End 
By Zachary Cannon I Albuquerque reSident on Thu Aug 30 2012 Tweet 2 

As I was leav1ng the ABO Uptown G~' Mancet on my biCycle recently. I was conlronted With wllat struck me 

as anyth1ng bul an unusual sotua~on As I prepared to merge onto traffic. I had to account for a distracted dnver 

Aller com1ng to a stop at a stop s1gn. the dnver was IOOkong down. attendong 10 some task Unable to make eye 

contact. I caubously slarted across the mtersecbon However, the dnver suddenly pulled onto the inlersectkln 

Without Checking left or right I hed anticipated this possoblllly ond yielded 

Nothong struck me as unusual about wllat had happened I hed encountered a dostraded dnver. paid speoal 

heed and avoeded a potenbally hazardous soluallon MISSIOn accomplished Apparently the driver had a different 

perspecbve As llumed nghl. the dnver yelled from the left tum lane. "That's wily bokers d1e • 

As the dnver yelled at me, I d1dn't make eye contact. d1dn't goature. and didn't stop to engage I just continued on 

my way But I don·l want the conversa~on to end there I want to engage wllat I consider to be a small but vocal 

mononty of drivers wllo have yelled al. honked at. swerved at. even run over - yes intentionally run over - cyclists 

In some mosgulded pursuol of justice 

"That's wily bokers die· On one level. I couldn't agree more Cyclists d~e when automobile dnvers let themselves 

become distracted 

However, I suspect the dover Intended something enUrely different She felt I failed to heed the right of way to 

her and I thus exemplified those cydosls wllo have been killed by eutomoboles 

Captured In the hostile tone of her voice seems to be the implication that not only did I typify all those cyclists 

who find themselves dead, but thai partlaps I might even deserve lo doe. 

As a cydost. I rmd that most dnvers are extremely courteous They pass With generous clearance They land to 

see!< eye contact at1nlersect10ns Often they wave me (and my family) through, even wllen they clearly amved at 

the lntersechon before us To all those dnvers - the rnajonty of dnvers. I believe - I want to say. thank you 

But there 1s a small but dangerous m1nonty ol dnvers wllo seem to view cyd1sts woth hos~llty. these dnvers both 

endanger cyclists and - based on conversations I've had With other cyclists- have Intimidated them and dnven 

them from lhe roads 

As I have been ndong along the noad motonsts have yened at me to erther get off the road or ride on the Sidewalk 

on multiple occasiOns Many hmes, aggressove dnvong has accompamed aggressove language as dnvers have 

either buued me or swerved In lront of me Pertlaps this shoutong occurs because drivers know that cyclists can 

hear them as opposed to other drivers enclosed in glass and steel Pemaps these dnvers are emboldened by a 

two-ton weoghl edvantage 

In these sotuations, dnvers exhibit not only an Ignorance of lhe laws that require cycl1sts to nde on the road and 

prohobit them from ridong on sodewalks They also demonstrate a d1sregard for the law as they fa1lto pass With 

edequate clearance 

Most dostresslng, lhey risk tha hie of I he cyclostln order to prove their point Do they really believe that keeping 

cyclisls off the roads Is something WIOrlh kolllng for? IMlen 11 comes to rational debate. I'm an eager parbclpanl. 

wllen rt comes to verbal1nsuhs . rm pretly thiCk-stunned But wllen dnvers decode to speak woth their vehicles and 

put my l~e or anyone else's at nsk. lthmk rt·s ~me for a clarion call for peace 

I might be riding for recreation. I might be riding back from wort<. or I might be running to piCk up milk I might be 

weaMg jeans or I m~ght be weanng spandex I might be ndmg because I believe 11'1 better for the planet. or 1 

m1ghl be nd111g because I want a better bocly I moghl be nd1ng because I JUSt can afford a decent car In any 

case, I don't behave 11 really matters As a cyclosl . I have as a place on the road I belong 
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Wille. yes, I moght onconvenlence you at omes woth my slower speeds, please don't endanger me I might 

commot tralfoc vlolatoons now and then - don't you?- but please don't koll me I don't hate cars In fact. I also 

dnve one rm not out for revenge Thos osn t e call for 1usoce JUSt a call for peace 
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